1t1usic for the Set
JOHNNY O'LEARY'S STYLE OF PLAYING
Up to the 1930s the single-row 10-key melodeon tuned
to play a 2-octave diatonic scale was a common and
popular instrument in Ireland. In the 30s and 40s 2-row
button-accordeons became more generally ·available and
because of their greater range and versatility were
widely adopted. In Sl iabh Luachra instruments tuned
with the outer row in C and the inner in C sharp were
the first to become common, followed by more shrillsounding boxes in D and D sharp. Playing styles were
developed from melodeon techniques, with the melody
based round one row and the other used for accidentals
and some decorations. A major advantage of the 2-row
accordeon was, of course, that it could be played
satisfactorily in more than one major key .
After the War, under the influe~ce of players like
Paddy O'Brien and Joe Cooley, accordeons tuned with
outer row in B and the inner in C became increasingly
popular. The adoption of this instrument involved a
revolution in technique as the melody was not based
round either of the two rows played melodeon style,
but was achieved by crossing between the rows. It was
found to be possible to play in the standard keys of G
and D without many changes of direction on the
bellows, thus making it easier to play reels, and the
insertion of some rapidly standardised decorations also
required no great dexterity. The B/C instrument has
gone from strength to strength in recent years, and
recordings by popular exponents like Joe Burke and
Finbar Dwyer have exerted enormous influence: it is
safe nowadays to assume that any Irishman with a
2-row Soprani accordeon playing dance music has it
tuned in B and C.
The B/C instrument has two major disadvantages
for the dance player (1) changes in direction on the
bellows don't necessarily bear any relation to the
rhythm of the tune so it is technically quite difficult
to play with the rhythm strongly _a ccentuated . M_ost
players of course see this smoothness as an advantage
but then most players today don't play their dance
tunes for dancing. (2) Ornamentation tends to assume
the same dynamic prominence as the melody itself,
often obscuring the actual line of the tune. This
tendency has a long history dating back beyond the
advent of the B/C to the early 20th-century recordings
of American/Irish 2-row players like Patrick Scanlon
and Peter Conlon, who more or less copied the style
and recordings of John Kimmel. In many of these
recordings the players seem anxious to throw in as
much fancy-work as possible and the results often
sound cluttered and over-burdened. In a more
organised way Paddy O'Brien's pioneer B/C recordings
after the War display similar immature characteristics:
all the notes, integral or decorative, bleed into one
another at a powerful but uniform volume: exciting
at first but getting gradually more monotonous; and
pretty hopeless to dance to. Joe Cooley had a lighter
touch but he spent a fair proportion of his career
playing for Galway and Clare sets.
After initially giving an enormous boost to Irish
instrumental music, the B/C accordeon has long passed
its heyday. More than any other "Single influence, The
Chieftains included, it has assisted the drift of dance
music away from its dance origins. "Stork or butter"type tests have revealed t hat it is now virtually
impossible even for experts to tell the difference
between most of the top players. Standardisation has
led to decadence.
Developments on the 2-row accordeon in Ireland
before the advent of the B/C are now all but forgotten .
Commercial solo recordings on this instrument made
in Ireland were limited it seems to one man : Michael
Grogan of Co. Meath whose uncluttered and high ly
accomplished playing has a wonderful freshness and
clarity (a.side from one of his 78s was reissued on
Folkways FW8821) . Grogan.appears to be playing an
accordeon tuned in C and c#, basing the melody
round the inner row in C #,and this is the style which
became popular in Sliabh Luachra and probably many
other parts of Ireland. (It is interesting to note that the
records of Kimmel , Scanlon, Conlon etc. were aimed
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at the Irish in America, where they had wide influence,
but hardly penetrated Ireland itself. Grogan's records,
on the other hand, were very popular, at least in
Sliabh Luachra, and John Clifford can still play the
version of The Green Fields of America which he
learned off Grogan's first 78 issue over 40 years ago.)
When playing wit h a etc# player of this school,
fiddle players tuned down a semitone since the
standard 151Jys of D, G etc. came out as c#, F#etc.
When the DID# became more common. fiddle players
had to tune up. Accordeons in c# and D as used by
Johnny O' Leary , with which tunes can be played in
standard pitch, are still not common, which may
explain why pianists have not found much use for
their services in Sliabh Luachra.
For various reasons the B/C never caught on in
west Cork and west Kerry, an area well-known for
its musical conservatism. It seems to have been
recognised that the style wasn't much good for
dancing to, and especially poor for polkas and slides; ·
the standard of playing in t he older 2-row style was
very high - John Clifford and Mick Williams are
remembered to this day as great exponents, and they
had Johnny O'Leary to follow on; Padraig O'Keefe
didn't like accordeon styles which crossed between
the rows and advised his pupils against t ll_em:.. M9.s t of.
the active musicians were relatively old and set in
their ways before the B/C came along, or like
Johnny and later Jackie Daly have made a conscious
decision to remain with the older technique (both as
it happens have developed some ability on the B/C
which they find technically easier than the c#/D),.
An incidental advantage of the old style is that tunes
in the key of A, of which their a ~e many in Sliabh
Luachra (e.g. Din Tarrant's Polka (side 1 track 4),
Tom Billy's Hornpipe (side 1 track 6) and The
Scartaglen Slide (side 2 t rack 1) J\can be iilayedconveniently whereas they are extremely difficult
on the B/C. Johnny O'Leary has in fact become
something of a specialist in such tunes.
The old style as developed by Johnny retains the
basic melodeon "press and draw" and automatieally
iojects some bounce and rhythm into the music
which a good player can exploit to the full. Johnny's
range of expression is wide - he can play delicately,
employing both legato and staccato fingering as in
the first of Tarrant's polkas on side 1 track 8, or very
loudly when an added lift is required - he seems to
choose just the right dynamic effects to suit the
mood of the dancers (e.g. the slides on side 2 track 8) .
If anything it is his predominantly staccato playing of
jigs and slides, with the unique use of abruptly
terminated notes at the ends of phrases (there are
numerous examples on this record) which make his
playing unmistakable, and in marked contrast to
Jackie Daly's mainly legato styli:, based on the
sound of the fiddle. There are other contrasts between
these two remarkable c# ID players from Sliabh
Luachra: Jackie's range of decorative effects is based
firmly on established precedent, and he deliberately
cultivates a sympathetic tone from his "customised"
accordeons. Johnny takes the instrument more as he
finds it, and inserts m,imerous decorations particularly the cascading runs of gracenotes as in
The Worn Torn Petticoat (side 1 track 9l - wh ich
appear to be entirely his own invention. Though he
doesn't do it deliberately he tends to drown the
musicians he plays with because his accordeon is
loud, and the versions of tunes he plays contain many
subtle variations which obscure the standard line to
which the other musicians adhere.
Jackie Daly is also a lot more deliberate about
his use of the bass buttons - he has a clear idea of
conventional harmony and uses the bass to achieve a
pleasing rhythmic or harmonic accompaniment, rather
like the Cash/Rowsome school of p ipers, I suppose.
Johnny O'Leary follows more the Seamus Ennis
approach: what matters to him is the melody, and he
only occasionally brings in the bass to emphasise this
or that phrase, and then with no deliberate attempt to
match the bass with the treble harmonically. Finally it
would be true to say that Jackie again follows established practice in reserving his really complex and

ornamented playing fo r the reels of which he is such
a great exponent. Polkas, on the other hand, remain
simple in treatment as they do in the hands of most
Sliabh Luachra musicians. But not Johnny O'Leary.
After' forty years of daily music and constant
exposure to Padraig O'Keefe and Denis Murphy, his
polka playing is complex and it is these characteristic
local tunes which have become the main vehicle for
his own inventiveness.

THE SETS
The "sets" fo r which Johnny O' Leary plays are a
form of country social dance with a well -documented
history stretching back some 160 years. In their present
form they show the effect of the "folk process" in
adapting what was originally an overnight sensation in
the society ballrooms of major European cities. The
term "set" is short for "set of quadrilles", but the
word quadrille is hardly used iin Sliabh Luachra nowadays. When it is used the speaker normally seems to be
referring to some sort of dance from the past which is
no longer current; but as we shall see the sets still
represent much of what has always been characteristic
of quadrilles, and indeed the western counties of
Ireland are one of the few areas where quadrille
dancing is still popular and w i~espread.
The distinguishing feature of a quadrille dance is
its basic configuration: one couple facing another
couple. All the movements are executed from, and
finish at, this position. As the name suggests, the
quadrille, said in turn to be based on the cotillion,
originated in France, from twhere it spread very rapidly
all over Europe in the early years of the''19th century.
It is not clear whether or not quadrilles were fully
developed in France before the idea caught on elsewhere. From the beginning the British versions of the
dance were normally executed by four couples in a
square formation, and dances of this sort, all from the
same origin, also turn up in the repertoires of
country dancers from Roumania to Sweden.
l'n the fashionable circles of the 1820s weekly
quadrille lessons were an essential entry in the diary
and nur:nerous schools were set up in London and
elsewhere by dancing masters, many of whom
published manuals. Some of these contained newly
invented versions of the dance set to (on the whole
unmemorable) newly composed music, but it seems
that most of these were never actually performed.
Another approach was via a formula such as Thomas
Wi Ison' s Quadrille and Cotillion Panorama • •• (London,
1822) the frontispiece from which is reproduced
on opposite page T he terminology of cou rse
had to be in French, and a ' 'first set of quadrilles"
seems to have become standard at an
Iearly stage, in which the figures are named 1. Le
Pantalon 2. L'Ete 3. La Paule 4. La Trenise (e.g. in
Wilson's Panorama, Barclay Dun, A Translation of
Nine of the most fashionable Quadrilles ••• as/preferred
in England and Scotland (Edinburgh, 1818), Anon.,
Analysis of the London Ballroom (London 1825) etc).

N'ormally a fifth figure "La Finale" was added,
featuring .a flirtation where the ladies passed from
partner to partner.
As one manual of 1825 put it:
"The characteristics of the style are freedom,
chasteness, and graceful ease. It will be obvious
from the limited number of participators, that the
Quadri lie is better adapted for the select few who
compose the private assembly ... than for the
public ball, where too frequently the numbers
prevent that selection we deem important.''
This convivial atmosphere and cornR!l.Iati_ve freedom
which have always been associated with quadrilles were
responsible for their early and widespread popularity;
by the 1850s, in England at least, they were being
danced by all and sundry in towns and villages everywhere. As the century progressed several standard
variants established themselves in the British social
dance repertoire. For instance a modest and typical
pocket book, Warne's Ballroom Guide (London, 1870)
lists under Quadrilles: First Set, Double Quadrille,
The Lancers, The Double Lancers of Sixteen, The
Waltz, The Mazurka, The Caledonians and The French
Imperial; The Lancers became probably the most

masters introduced new Victorian composed music ·
for the accompaniment of quadrilles, which is presumably the reason why many musicians can still play the
odd mazurka or Victorian waltz.
At cross-road'!!! dances, outdoor platforms anc:f even
in the local dancehalls, where there would have been
room for the larger circle dances, 16-hand reels etc.,
the sets swept the board almost completely. John
Clifford, who used to play for dancing with Padraig
O'Keefe and Denis Murphy at Lacka Hall, says a
typical evening before the War would be made up
mostly of sets, with the occasional old time waltz or
"so-called quickstep" (the music for which, inciden·
tally, the last of the travelling fiddle masters used to
learn from a weekly feature in the News of the World
and then pass it on to his fellow musicians). And of
course the sets were ideally suited to house dances
and back rooms in pubs.
The polka set as danced fri Knocknagree and district
is a very fine example of a country quadrille, with
longer than average figures, of which there are six rather
than the usual four or five. Some experts would say
that the set is really only the first four figures, and that
the "slide" and "hornpipe" figures on the end are extras.
In other areas of Kerry and south west Cork quite
different sets are danced, some with shorter figures,
some without a slide, some to reels rather than polkas.
There are also two "rival" schools of thought on how
sets should be danced, both developing from contrast·
ing and perhaps conflicting qualities in the quadrille.
One school is linked with the polka set competitions
organised by the Gaelic League and emphasises precision: a group of dancers will work hard to synchronise
their movements exactly and insert tricky steps to
impress the judges. This process is thought to be rather
sterile and foreign to the nature of the dance by the
other school, represented by Dan Connell, who main·
tain that the dance should be a lively exercise in
personal expression within a fixed framework. It seems
probable that both approaches have helped to revive
interest in the sets in recent years, and while I find
the type of dancing at Connell's much more to my
taste than the stylised competition dancing, especially
from the pomt of view of the accompanying music, I
think the competitions also play a useful part in
involving young people and spreading new ideas. It's
worth bearing in mind that all the sets developed from
a stylised original.
English readers used to attending "country dances"
may be surprised to learn that these genuine traditional
dances are executed without the aid of a caller since
all the participants are fully familiar with the progress
of the figures. Typically at Dan Connell's a set is
announced and the dancers get to their feet and gather
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roughly into groups of eight. Quite frequently there are
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a few additional dancers but not enough to make up
full four-couple sets ; at Connell's this tends to be
overcome by making up six couple sets - in fact the
music on side 1 tracks 1-6 was all played for sets of six
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couples. This makes no difference to the length of music
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would normally dance alternately, as described below,
groups of three couples dance instead) except in the
'LadiesLi11r ............... .
Sd1;11!r for the
hornpipe where the women pass from partner to
Omtlenu:n.;.,·Line _ _
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partner. (An alternative to these augmented sets
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would be additional "half sets" of two couples which
are also commonly danced where space is confined or
when dancers are in short supply. When the dancers
~COTILJLJlON
seem to be ready Johnny O'Leary and his fellow
musicians strike up the first polka and play through
eight bars. The dance commences with the second
(
(
eight bars and the musicians play on until the figure
is complete. There are often so many people just
standing around, and the atmosphere is so informal
that one could be forgiven for not noticing that the
widespread of the lot and was the last to be outmoded ·assumption that the variations between the sets now
while the polka set is regarded as the most characterdance had actually started. Sometimes the only
by the influence of Victor Sylvester. in England and
istic of Kerry. But this standardisation is recent and in evidence is the movement of the men's caps as they
J performed in different districts are the result of the
Scotland these quadrilles are now the preserve of self· influence of different dancing masters.
the Gneevgullia/Knocknagree/Newmarket area of
circle round "like corks bobbing on the ocean".
Quadrilles had been set to music in all the standard
Sliabh Luachra various sets were being danced regularly
conscious "olde tyme" dancers. Some lengthy singleThe musicians' role is equally informal and since
·dance rhythms from early on: when the polka became
figure quadrilles also became popular of which Ls
up to the last war: the basic .o·afka set, the Ginny Ling the exact length of the figures can vary (though in
Russe survives as a frequent item in EFDSS "country · fashionable, polka quadrilles abounded, as did mazurka · (a jig set danced to three jigs, a slide and a reel - the
our experience at Connell's the figures did in fact
quadrilles, waltz quadrilles and so on. As they pen·
dance" programmes.
name is presumably a corruption of Jenny Lind, the
work out at the same length each time} no attempt
etrated rural Ireland the existing repertoire of dance
The spread of quadrilles in 19th century Ireland,
celebrated Victorian soprano}, the Victoria, the Set
is made to fit the music exactly to the dance. Each
radiating from Dublin, was promoted by local dancing music proved to be eminently suitable for accompanying of Erin, and what several informaints call the "Set of
figure always starts with the second eight bars and
them, another reason no doubt why they caught on.
masters·who, once established, would each operate
Mazerts", presumably a corruption of "Mazurkas''.
Johnny is clearly not concerned that the last time
Nowadays in Clare the surviving sets that I know of
within a closely confined area, hiring rooms or halls
through a tune may be cut short - on track 3 he is
This and other information indicates that as well as
and often prnviding their own music. it seems a fair
are danced to reels with a hornpipe for the final figure, using existing common.dance tunes, the dancing
just launching i.n to The Frost is all over afte.r The
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Goat in the Green when the figure finishes and the
new jig is left only half complete. Similarly, no
problems arise when tunes with three or more parts
are played - as long as a tune can be divided up into
8-bar sections it is suitable.
All the figures and hence the music for them are
performed at a much faster pace than outsiders might
expect. The polkas have little of the ponderous swing
of, say, the tunes played for northern English clog
morris dancing, but flow along smoothly with little
conscious emphasis on the beat. The slide figure is
danced to single jigs (which are therefore referred to
as "slides" as well) which are played especially fast,
and the hornpipe is a genuine hornpipe with no
schottische elements in it. A reel is sometimes
played instead, in fact, and on this record the classic
Knocknagree compromise is heard: both the "hornpipes" on side 1 track 6 have the structure and
characteristics of reals but have been slowed down
to serve as fast hornpipes - they clearly suit the
dance ideally as Johnny uses these particular tunes
very frequently.
Between the figures the couples stand around
talking and Qnly disperse at the end of the set. Gaps
between the figures can be as short as half-a-minute
or so. In the following summary of the set by Cathy
Homewood, based mainly on observation and
participation at Scully's in Newmarket, where the
movements and style employed are much as at
Connell's, the couples are numbered as follows:

First figure: Polka
1st 8 bars:
All four couples move round the
house
2nd 8 bars: Women 1 and 3 cross the set, touching
right hands, and link left arms with
the opposite partner (e.g. woman 1 with
man 3), swinging round. (A variation is
for the man to lift his arm high while the
woman twirls underneath, still holding
his hand)
3rd 8 bars: Women cross back to their original
partners and swing
4th 8 bars: All four couples round the house.
Then women 2 and 4 repeat the above,
then the whole sequence is repeated from
the beginning.
Second figure: Polka
1st 8 bars:
All four couRles round the house
2nd 8 bars: Couple 1 move into the centre of the set
(others stand still), dancing round
3rd 8 bars: Couple 1 execute the slide movement
4th 8 bars: All four couples round the house.
Then the above sequence is repeated
three more times with couples 2, 3 and
4 each taking a turn to "do their own
thing" in the centre of the set. Considerable variation and ornamentation can
occur during the second and third 8-bar
phrases I

Sixth figure: Hornpipe (danced to a hornpipe or
occasionally a reel)
At Connell's the sequence appears to be simply as
follows:
1st 8 bars:
All four couples round the house
Couples continue dancing round the
Next 16 bars:
circle
Last 8 bars:
The dancing stops and the women
move forward to the next man round
the circle.
Then the sequence is repeated until
the women have regained their original
partners.
At Newmarket the following variant is common:
1st 8 bars:
All four couples round the house
Couples dance round the circle,
Next 12 bars:
twirling, or making complete revol·
utions without moving towards the
centre of the set
Next 4 bars:
Couples hop twice on each foot
whilst spinning round fast
Last 8 bars:
Dancing stops and women progress
as above.
Then sequence is repeated as above.
In competition dances the 8-bar delay while the
women progress is usually ironed out, and the
progression is executed in the last couple of bars of
the preceding part of the dance.

Third figure: Half Slide (danced to a jig or slow slide)
1st 8 bars:
All four couples round the house
2nd 8 bars: Couples 1 and 3 execute the slide
movement
3rd 8 bars: Couples 1 and 3 continue the slide
movement I
4th 8 bars: All couples round the house
Then the above is repeated with couples
2 and 4 executing the slide movement,
then the whole thing is repeated from
the beginning. (At Connell's this is some·
times left as.a short figure without the
overall repeat.)

and the following abbreviations are used:
Round the House. All four couples move around the
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circle, and each couple revolves individually, taking
two bars of music to move towards the centre of the
set and two to turn one complete revolution.
Slide Movement. Two couples advance towards each
other, taking two sliding steps (over two bars) in, and
two sliding steps back again (over two bars); then they
dance round each other in an oval shape and back to
their original positions (four bars). Usually this is
done twice. Then the two couples dance round each
other again in a roughly oval shape for a further
eight bars.
The basic step for all the figures is "1, 2, 3, hop".
In the polkas and especially the slide (hence its name)
the feet tend to slip along without lifting far off the
ground (rather as in modern "ballroom dancing")
and the "hop" is not noticeable. In the hornpipe,
however, the steps are more pronounced and the
"hop" clearer (hence in some areas the hornpipe is
called the hoppyl). On numerous occasions, and
especially during the "twirl" movement in the fourth
figure, the men execute what appear to be simplified
step-dance steps, sometimes amounting to no more
than rhythmic stamping. No set rules appear to
govern these steps nowadays. Energetic couples are
often also seen fitting in double the normal number
of revolutions when moving round the house.

Fourth figure: Polka
1st 8 bars:
All four couples promenade (dancing
not walking) round in a circle (a)
2nd 8 bars: The women twirl under the men's left
hands, both still moving round the
circle (b)
3rd 8 bars: The women move into the centre and
touching right hands make· a star,
circling round to the opposite partner
with whom they swing, linking left arms
(or twirling as in the first figure)
4th 8 bars: The women re-form the star, circle back
to their own partners, and swing.
Then the whole thing is repeated and
the figure finishes with the first two
parts (a and b) repeated again. This
figure is called "The Four Shoves" in
Newmarket, though the reason for this
is not clear since there is no shoving in
the sequence, and a particular set of
polkas is normally played. There is no
special tune at Connell's, however.
Fifth figure: Slide (danced to single jigs)
Couples 1 and 3 dance the full slide movement while
couples 2 and 4 look on, then couples 2 and 4 repeat
while 1 and 3 look on, then the whole figure is
repeated from the beginning. There is frequently some
variation in the length of this figure: a couple may
decide to continue dancing for an extra eight bars or
eight bars may be lost while the couples change over.
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